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STARTING WITH A perspective on New Zealand’s wider flooring 
market, CEO of flooring sub trades organisation FloorNZ, Kari 
Pearcey reports that the Christchurch rebuild is beginning 
to filter down to the sub trades resulting in some market 
pick-up from the area with the retail sector also reporting small 
increases in business.

Looking at the product areas that have been doing well, 
Pearcey has seen a notable rise in demand for wooden flooring 
products in the Auckland area which she attributes to overseas 
buyers who are accustomed to the use of this material from their 
home countries. 

While new homes have been going off in Canterbury, interior 
refurbs haven’t. Mike Dean, Product Manager at Harrisons 
Carpets, for example says the Christchurch rebuild has had little 
impact on his bottom line in the last year.

“The market has been fairly static in the refurbishment sector 
which is our main focus. While housing prices and sales activity 
have increased in Auckland, it has actually slowed a bit in 
Christchurch and provincial areas are not experiencing the same 
level of growth as Auckland. So while overall the market is good, 
there hasn’t been any significant change over the last year,” Dean 
says.

In terms of product mix, Harrisons continues to see its wide 
range of dyed nylon carpet solutions dominate but has also seen 
good growth from its vinyl wood-look planks that do well in 
bathrooms thanks to their waterproof properties and relative 
affordability.

CHANGE AFOOT
Challenging the encroachment of vinyl into the bathroom space 
is Tile Warehouse’s Anna Williams, who espouses the long 
term durability of tiling options for home resale value. Williams 

Flooring has been doing well following 
New Zealand’s construction boom but new 
technology and increasing competition are 
changing the balance of products going 
into Kiwi builds. Jess Brunette reports.

A market that’s  
both hard and soft…
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reports strong business for Tile Warehouse in the past year 
which she attributes to significant changes at the company. 

“Tile Warehouse became a totally New Zealand owned 
company in February 2014 which meant a huge re-investment in 
ranging, merchandising and systems and a renewed customer-
centred focus,” she says.

Also making changes is Peter Roberts of Tile Space which 
finalised the rebrand from the old Heritage Tiles name in 
February this year, at the same time as deciding to stay away 
from the bottom end of the market.

“People thought ‘old’ with the former name and we have lots 
of new tiles so it didn’t reflect well on what we do,” Roberts 
explains. “We are also trying to position ourselves in the upper 
to middle market and we don’t want to be floating around in the 

bottom of the market.”
Response to the rebrand has been positive and Tile Space 

has done well with the trades (Roberts describes this as 
“the backbone of the company”) but has also been strong in 
commercial with projects for Sky City Grand Hotel, KFC and 
Burger Fuel completed recently.

CHALLENGES AHEAD
With all his positivity for the rebranded company, Peter Roberts 
stresses that the market may be “solid” but it’s “still challenging”.

“You still have to go out and get business. We have decided to 
pull the quality trigger and present our products well but then at 
the same time your competitors are constantly cutting by 30%. 
But that’s OK because it positions us both in our parts of the 
market so it suits us to a certain extent,” he adds. 

When asked about the main concerns of FloorNZ members, 
Kari Pearcey has a tale to tell that will be familiar to many in the 
wider construction industry here in New Zealand. 

“If the Auckland housing market increases there will be a 
shortage of installers as traditionally these are small business 
who don’t take on apprentices unless the economy is doing well. 
It takes 2-3 years for an apprentice to complete their training 
which means if more apprentices are trained in the next 2-3 
years there will still be a time lag before they are qualified,” she 
reports.

“So the industry’s main issue going forward is to maintain and 
increase the number of qualified people in the industry both 
in the installation and supply sectors. Retraining for existing 
workers will also need to be provided to enable them to keep up 
with new products, technology and techniques and generally 
increase their skill base.”

To this end, FloorNZ has recently restructured to try and 
provide some of the professional development training that 
will be needed by the industry and will be working closely with 
BCITO to increase the number of apprentices in the industry.

WE HAVE THE TECHNOLOGY
New technology may require new skills but it has also created 
opportunities for many in the flooring game. Harrisons 
Carpets’ Mike Dean has seen improvements in new generation 
polypropylene cut pile carpets performing very well.

“Historically, polypropylene carpets had a reputation for 
flattening and soiling and were not generally well regarded for 
this style of carpet. The latest versions of these are soft and 
luxurious to touch and have independent gradings similar to 
those achieved by solution dyed nylon ranges. So we are having 
good success with this range and it’s a great example of how 
technology is changing the way different fibres are used,” he says.

At the other end of the product spectrum, Mike Dean is also 
excited to be working with Harrisons’ new Just Shorn wool 
carpet collection.

“These are manufactured here from New Zealand Wool and 
are recognised as being among the best in the world. Not only 
does this support our local growers but wool is still a great fibre 
for making carpet. It’s great to live on, has excellent appearance 

What lies beneath
To get the perspective of a supplier of structural flooring 

elements I spoke to Laminex’s Chris Dunn, who handles the 

company’s Strandfloor product.

Strandfloor has experienced increased demand year on year 

in line with the construction growth seen in major centres like 

Auckland and Christchurch and Dunn is of course pleased with 

this performance.

But equally he acknowledges that this space is becoming 

more crowded and competitive with importers bringing in 

similar products such as German made Oriented Strand Board 

(OSB).

He remains confident that Strandfloor has an edge however: 

“There are a lot of builders, especially in Auckland, who will just 

shop on price. But there are some more experienced builders 

that have worked with Strandfloor for a long time and they have 

told us they won’t change.”

Plus, Strandfloor also has an ace up its sleeve in its suitability 

for green builds: “Strandfloor has ticked all the boxes for 

sustainability and locally produced environmentally friendly 

products and for anyone doing what we call a green build, or 

one in line with the Living Building Challenge, Strandfloor is a 

product that goes in there no challenge.”

You can find more information on The Living Building 

Challenge and the materials and products it endorses at the 

Declare website (http://declareproducts.com/).

www.laminexnewzealand.co.nz
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Fasten decking boards in record time with our Quik Drive® auto-feed screw driving 
system. The tools quick-loading collated-screw strips and pre-set countersink allows 
uniform fastening while you stand. Add our decking clip for accurate fastener placement 
for a perfect finish every time. Simpson Strong-Tie offers the widest range of collated 
screws that can tackle the most challenging deck board applications with ease, including 
composites and hardwoods. 

Sprint across the line with Simpson Strong-Tie® Quik Drive tools and fasteners. 
For more information or to request an on-site demo, visit www.strongtie.co.nz 
or call 09 477 4440.

So fast you'll be tempted
to wear running shoes.

Look for the yellow strip to ensure you’re 
getting high-quality Quik Drive® fasteners.

Fasten decking boards in record time with our Quik Drive
system. The tools quick-loading collated-screw strips and pre-set 
uniform fastening while you stand. Add our decking clip for accurate fastener placement 
for a perfect finish every time. Simpson Strong-Tie 
screws that can tackle the most challenging deck board applications with ease, including 
composites and hardwoods. 

Sprint across the line with Simpson Strong-Tie
For more information or to request an on-site demo, visit www.strongtie.co.nz 

Quik Drive® 
Decking Nose Clip

DHSD Series – Hardwood Decking to Hardwood Joists Screw
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retention qualities and of course is the only renewable fi bre type 
as all others are produced from oil,” he explains.

Technology also continues to improve for the tile merchants. 
Digital glaze printing for example – widely adopted by the tiling 
industry around fi ve years ago – continues to improve and Tile 
Space’s Peter Roberts explains that the advent of this technology 
made the most complicated fi nishes a far simpler process.

“One tile we had used 17 processes in the old glazing line with 
diff erent rollers and such, whereas now we can do that with a 
computer and one machine. And now the printers from fi ve 
years ago have gotten more sophisticated going from models 
with four-colour heads to 12 heads to put even more fi nishes on 
at the same time,” he says.

Does this kind of technology forecast the kind of 
customisation in tiles we are currently seeing in the wallpaper 
and laminates markets? 

“Technically it’s possible but you still have all the logistics 
involved. Production runs are still up there, though they have 
gone down from 5,000 metres to 1,500 now. So maybe one day,” 
Roberts says. 

Still, he adds, in the here and now, “What this technology has 
created is greater effi  ciencies and variety so new ranges can be 
developed quickly and easily and the selection available now is 
amazing. So the only limitation now is the imagination, not the 
production process.”

ON THE FRONT LINE
Th ese advances in technology have been welcomed not only 
by specialist fl ooring operators but also by the wider hardware 
industry. Dee Lal, General Manager of Mitre 10 MEGA 
Henderson and Botany, for one can attest to a steady rise in 
the popularity of tiles which now account for the bulk of sales 
within his fl ooring department.

“Our tiles have been going really well and we’ve had a big 
range from Mitre 10 imports plus our local suppliers here. And 
new stuff  like 600x600, and 600x300, which we used to have very 
little of, has really taken off .”

For the rest of the fl ooring category, Lal reports very slow 
growth for timber in his stores but strong sales in bamboo in red 
shades and in 8mm rather than 7mm thick laminates. 

For a hardware store however, add on sales can make all the 
diff erence: “Laminate is a big seller but the only accessory you 
can sell with it is underlay, whereas if you can sell tiles you can 
sell glue, grout, silicone, tile cutters and aluminium trim as well,” 
Lal says.

Currently the Henderson and Botany stores don’t carry carpet 
but Dee Lal hopes to change this in future: “Th ere are three 
to four Mitre 10 stores currently selling some carpet and we 
seriously want to look into it.”

What’s holding him back? “We didn’t anticipate the space 
needed. So we are currently reassessing the whole fl ooring 
department and to increase sales we have to look at carpet as well.”

Ultimately there appears to be plenty of life in the fl ooring 
category but with plenty of choices out there for consumers you 
better have your fi nger on the pulse.  

How Marvellous!
With its natural varying colours and veining pattern created 

using the latest HD printing technology, the Marvel Porcelain 
Tile Collection from Tile Space recreates the surfaces of the most 

sought-after marble with surprising realism. Marvel collections 

tiles have a semi-polished fi nish and are currently available 

in brown grey and white ivory in 300x300mm, 440x880mm, 

540x540mm, 740x740mm and 590x590mm sizes in Grade 3 for 

medium traffi c domestic kitchen and living areas and Grade 4 for 

light commercial use. 

www.tiles.co.nz

     You can install 16mm through to 19mm 
     prefinished or unfinished hardwood 
     flooring with 38mm or 50mm L cleat
     nails. 

     Install flooring faster & easier! 

     Upgrade your home by adding the beauty 
     and warmth of hardwood flooring. This
     quality engineered flooring nailer makes
     the job simple for a contractor or the  
     experienced DIY’er.   

     0800 436 768
     www.formula.co.nz
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square edge tongue&groovesquare edge

Manufactured in our own backyard from strands 
of New Zealand Radiata Pine, Strandfloor® is the 
structural flooring of choice for builders throughout 
NZ. Strandfloor® panels offer a light, strong and 
fast flooring solution, backed with the assurance  
of a BRANZ Appraisal and a 50 year warranty.

For more information call 0800 303 606 or visit www.laminexnewzealand.co.nz

proudly New Zealand made

NZ laid.
NZ made.
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